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Homeowners  are mos tly interes ted in upgrading their kitchens . Image credit: Better Homes  and Gardens .

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Affluent and mass-market homeowners often have the same values when it comes to renovating their homes, but the
difference lies in how they do so.

When it comes to renovation, all homeowners are focused on communal areas such as kitchens, bathrooms and
outdoor areas. Luxury homeowners, however, are more interested in transforming a room by decorating with new
furniture, accessories or window treatments.

"When it comes to their top priorities for their homes, these two groups have a lot more in common than you might
think," said Amy Panos, home editor for Better Homes & Gardens at Meredith, Des Moines, Iowa. "Regardless of
their income, homeowners care about creating an inviting home that has useful, upgraded spaces for family and
friends to enjoy."

Luxury versus standard
Meredith's shelter publications Better Homes and Gardens and Traditional Home have conducted the "Home
Factor" survey that reveals the similarities and differences between the luxury and mass-market segments.
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This country-feel dining room is giving us Spring fever! The delft  t ile fireplace ups the charm to a whole 'nother
level. : mpproductions for @betterhomesandgardens

A post shared by Better Homes & Gardens (@betterhomesandgardens) on Jan 11, 2018 at 9:36am PST

About 32 percent of affluent homebuyers will redecorate with new furniture and accessories, compared to only 14
percent of standard homebuyers, offering an interesting advantage to luxury home goods brands. Luxury
homeowners interested in fixing up rooms with window treatments make up 23 percent of the survey, compared to
only 18 percent of standard owners.

Luxury homeowners also differ in regards to sizing of their next home, with most looking for a smaller second
residence, and a square footage reduction of 200 feet. But, at the same time, they are also looking for additional
living spaces such as an extra bedroom, a home office and a master suite.

Most future homebuyers in both segments are looking for a separate laundry and an outside deck or patio, as well as
an upgraded kitchen and bathroom.

Almost all homeowners have listed painting, changing flooring, bathroom remodels, decorating and kitchen
remodels as the top five priorities. About 8 out of 10 survey respondents claimed they were thinking about making
home improvements inside in the near future.

It is  no surprise that 72 percent of high-end homeowners are ready to spend more for better goods and 78 percent of
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mass-market owners take more time looking for better deals.

This has to be the dreamiest laundry room we've ever seen. Double tap if you'd love to do laundry by a warm and
cozy fireplace! : @unionwillow

A post shared by Better Homes & Gardens (@betterhomesandgardens) on Jan 11, 2018 at 12:03pm PST

Both groups are willing to take on some home projects themselves, but luxury owners are more likely to outsource
these repairs than standard segments. Twenty-one percent of high-end owners will look for compensated help to do
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repairs, compared to 14 percent of others.

Additional insight
The number of homes sold for $1 million or more flattened in 2016, growing a mere 1 percent, according to other
research from Christie's International Real Estate.

According to the broker's Luxury Defined report, on average, sale prices for luxury residential properties rose only 2
percent, and homes spent 13 percent more time on the market than in 2015. Following economic and political
uncertainties and fluctuations in 2016, the coming year in high-end real estate is looking up as consumers feel more
confident (see more).

Despite a slightly weakened 2017, luxury housing in the United States is still booming, particularly in states such as
Colorado and Hawaii.

According to a new report from realtor.com, growth in the sales of luxury homes in 2017 slowed compared to 2016,
but the market remains strong overall with high demand. Luxury real estate dealers will have to be smart about
selling houses in key markets and fast growing cities such as Seattle and San Francisco (see more).

"Affluent consumers may indicate they want fewer square feet in their next home, but at the same time they also
want the private spaces, luxurious finishes, and all the bells and whistles within that smaller square footage," said Jill
Waage, editor-in-chief of Traditional Home at Meredith, Des Moines, Iowa.
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